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Engineers at War (Hardcover)
The History of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
Into the Breach: Historical Case Studies of Mobility
Operations in Large-Scale Combat Operations,
examines ten historical case studies of mobility and
countermobility operations from World War I through
Desert Storm. The case studies take a closer look at
mobility and countermobility successes and failures in
large-scale combat operations against peer or nearpeer threats. The chapters highlight several insights,
themes, and patterns that current commanders and
doctrine developers must be aware of when
discussing or conducting mobility operations. The final
chapter addresses future mobility and countermobility
developments that the U.S. Army will face in MultiDomain Operations (MDO) against peer and near-peer
adversaries.

Clearing the Way
"Filled with examples, checklists, websites, and a rich
collection of appendices that deal with inflation,
multiple income streams, and the value of a military
pension, this book is essential reading for anyone
contemplating retiring from the military"--From
publisher's website.

Combat Engineer
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"This short, illustrated history of the U. S. Army Corps
of Engineers provides an overview of the many
missions that engineers have performed in support of
the Army and the nation since the early days of the
American Revolution. A permanent institution since
1802, the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers has
effectively and proudly responded to changing
defense requirements and has played an integral part
in the development of the nation."Engineers have
served in combat in all our nation's wars. Throughout
the 19th century the Corps built coastal fortifications,
surveyed roads and canals, eliminated navigational
hazards, explored and mapped the western frontier,
and constructed buildings and monuments in the
nation's capital."In the 20th century, the Corps
became the lead federal flood control agency.
Assigned the military construction mission in 1941,
the Corps constructed facilities at home and abroad
to support the Army and the Air Force. During the
Cold War, Army engineers managed construction
programs for America's allies, including a massive
effort in Saudi Arabia."Today, building on its rich
heritage, the Corps is changing to meet the
challenges of tomorrow. Our vision calls for us to be a
vital part of the Army; the engineer team of choice,
responding to our nation's needs in peace and war;
and a values-based organization, respected,
responsive, and reliable."I hope that readers of the
history will gain an appreciation of the military,
political, economic, and technological factors that
shaped the modern Corps of Engineers. We in the
Corps, both soldiers and civilians, are proud of our
many contributions to the Army and the nation and
look forward with confidence to continuedservice."Joe
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N. BallardLieutenant General, United States
ArmyCommanding

Patton’s Fighting Bridge Builders
Nothing But Praise: A History of the
1321st Engineer General Service
Regiment
Maneuver and Fire Power: The Evolution
of Divisions and Separate Brigades (
Cloth Edition format only)
The German engineer troops developed out of a
branch that only developed into a fighting service arm
by World War II. Thus, along with the special
engineers, there were also names like Assault
Engineers, Armored Engineers. Out of this wide field,
this new volume of photo documentation shows some
300 photos, mostly never before published, including
rare pictures of bridgelaying tanks in action, mine
operations, and the construction of makeshift bridges.

Other End of the Spear
Clearing the Way: Combat Engineers in Kandahar is
the story of the men and women of 23 Field
Squadron, who served with the 1st Royal Canadian
Regiment Battle Group in Kandahar in 2006. Through
the eyes of thirteen Squadron members, relive the
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early days of the war in Kandahar and the coming of
age of a group of soldiers recorded in graphic detail.
The reader experiences the large scale battles with
Taliban fighters during Operation Medusa, the
building of Route Summit and the construction of key
Forward Operating Bases. Accompany them as they
fight off insurgent attacks along 'Ambush Alley',
dodge mortar fire and dispose of the many
Improvised Explosive Devices that litter the
landscape. These stories expose the raw bedlam,
ironic moments and absurdities of war at the soldierlevel. It is replete with little nuggets of wisdom and
soldier-philosophy that will bring a wry and knowing
grin to the face of those who have experienced
combat. Clearing the Way highlights the ingenuity of
our soldiers and in particular our combat engineers,
regardless of the seemingly impossible demands
made of them.

Clearing the Way
This collection of documents, including many
previously unpublished, details the role of the Army
engineers in the American Revolution. Lacking trained
military engineers, the Americans relied heavily on
foreign officers, mostly from France, for sorely needed
technical assistance. Native Americans joined the
foreign engineer officers to plan and carry out
offensive and defensive operations, direct the
erection of fortifications, map vital terrain, and lay out
encampments. During the war Congress created the
Corps of Engineers with three companies of engineer
troops as well as a separate geographer's department
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to assist the engineers with mapping. Both General
George Washington and Major General Louis Lebéque
Duportail, his third and longest serving Chief
Engineer, recognized the disadvantages of relying on
foreign powers to fill the Army's crucial need for
engineers. America, they contended, must train its
own engineers for the future. Accordingly, at the war's
end, they suggested maintaining a peacetime
engineering establishment and creating a military
academy. However, Congress rejected the proposals,
and the Corps of Engineers and its companies of
sappers and miners mustered out of service. Eleven
years passed before Congress authorized a new
establishment, the Corps of Artillerists and Engineers.

Into the Breach
George Patton is renowned for his daring tank thrusts
and rapid movement, but the many rivers and
obstacles his Third Army encountered crossing Europe
required engineers spearheading his advance. A
Combat Engineer with Patton’s Army is the untold
story of Frank Lembo, one of Patton’s men who
helped move the American command in the battle of
Argentan in the Normandy Campaign, in the highspeed pursuit of the German Wehrmacht eastward
across France, and in the brutal battles waged during
the Battle of the Bulge and during the final combats
along the borders of the collapsing Reich. Throughout
his time in Europe Lembo maintained a running
commentary of his experiences with Betty Craig, his
fiancé and future wife. This extensive correspondence
provides a unique eyewitness view of the life and
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work of a combat engineer under wartime conditions.
As a squad (and later platoon) leader, Frank and his
comrades cleared mines, conducted reconnaissance
behind enemy lines, built bridges, and performed
other tasks necessary to support the movement of
the 317th, 318th, and 319th Infantry Regiments of the
Blue Ridge Division—Patton’s workhorses, if not his
glamour boys. Frank wrote about the deadly river
crossings at the Moselle, Seille, and Sauer, all under
enemy fire, and of the frustrating pauses when
supplies were diverted. He participated in the midDecember sprint to Luxembourg and the relief
provided at Bastogne during the Bulge, the liberation
of concentration camps once Third Army had charged
into Germany, and of their occupation duty in Bavaria.
Frank’s letters go beyond his direct combat
experiences to include the camaraderie among the
GIs, living conditions, weather, and the hijinks that
helped keep the constant threat of death at bay. His
letters also worked to reassure Betty with hopeful
dreams for their future together. Including dozens of
previously unpublished photographs, A Combat
Engineer with Patton’s Army: The Fight Across Europe
with the 80th “Blue Ridge” Division in World War II
offers the rare perspective of what day-to-day warfare
at the ground-level looked like in the European
Theater through the eyes of one of the men
spearheading the advance.

Building for peace: United States Army
Engineers in Europe, 1945-1991 (Paper)
At its peak in World War II, the United States Army
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contained over 700 engineer battalions, along with
numerous independent brigades and regiments. The
specialized soldiers of the Engineers were tasked with
a wide variety of crucially important tasks including
river bridging, camouflage, airfield construction, and
water and petroleum supply. However, despite their
important support roles, the engineers were often
employed on the front lines fighting beside the
general infantry in the desperate battles of the
European theatre. This book covers the role of these
soldiers, from their recruitment and training, through
their various support missions and combat
experiences, forming an account of what it was truly
like to be a combat engineer in World War II.

D-Day Encyclopedia
This unique encyclopedia provides detailed entries for
everything you ever wanted to know about D-Day, the
invasion of Normandy. Organized alphabetically, the
entries give detailed descriptions of weapons,
equipment, divisions, air and naval units, geography,
terminology, personalities, and more. Every Allied
division that crossed the English Channel on June 6,
1944 has its own listing as do the major Axis divisions
that fought them. Brief biographies of major military
and political leaders on both sides provide a handy
who's who of the campaign. The book also includes
entries for related popular culture: GI slang, the best
movies about D-Day, and major writers such as
Stephen Ambrose and Cornelius Ryan. Crossreferences make the book easy to use. With hundreds
of entries, The D-Day Encyclopedia is an
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indispensable reference tool for history buffs and
great browsing for readers who want to know more
about World War II.

The Damned Engineers
George Patton is renowned for his daring tank thrusts
and rapid movement, but the many rivers and
obstacles his Third Army encountered crossing Europe
required engineers spearheading his advance. A
Combat Engineer with Patton’s Army is the untold
story of Frank Lembo, one of Patton’s men who
helped move the American command in the battle of
Argentan in the Normandy Campaign, in the highspeed pursuit of the German Wehrmacht eastward
across France, and in the brutal battles waged during
the Battle of the Bulge and during the final combats
along the borders of the collapsing Reich. Throughout
his time in Europe Lembo maintained a running
commentary of his experiences with Betty Craig, his
fiancé and future wife. This extensive correspondence
provides a unique eyewitness view of the life and
work of a combat engineer under wartime conditions.
As a squad (and later platoon) leader, Frank and his
comrades cleared mines, conducted reconnaissance
behind enemy lines, built bridges, and performed
other tasks necessary to support the movement of
the 317th, 318th, and 319th Infantry Regiments of the
Blue Ridge Division—Patton’s workhorses, if not his
glamour boys. Frank wrote about the deadly river
crossings at the Moselle, Seille, and Sauer, all under
enemy fire, and of the frustrating pauses when
supplies were diverted. He participated in the midPage 9/26
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December sprint to Luxembourg and the relief
provided at Bastogne during the Bulge, the liberation
of concentration camps once Third Army had charged
into Germany, and of their occupation duty in Bavaria.
Frank’s letters go beyond his direct combat
experiences to include the camaraderie among the
GIs, living conditions, weather, and the hijinks that
helped keep the constant threat of death at bay. His
letters also worked to reassure Betty with hopeful
dreams for their future together. Including dozens of
previously unpublished photographs, A Combat
Engineer with Patton’s Army: The Fight Across Europe
with the 80th “Blue Ridge” Division in World War II
offers the rare perspective of what day-to-day warfare
at the ground-level looked like in the European
Theater through the eyes of one of the men
spearheading the advance.

Combat Engineer 12B10
The German Army of World War II (1939-1945)
collectively referred to its various engineer units as
Pioniere - what would be called combat engineers in
the West. This organization included Pioniertruppen
(Pionier Troops), Bautruppen (Construction Troops),
Eisenbahntruppen (Railway Troops), and Technische
Truppen (Technical Troops). They were first and
foremost assault troops, and construction workers
second. They were tasked with overcoming manmade
and natural obstacles, and in the attack they
supported the infantry as specialist assault troops,
attacking fortified positions with demolitions and
flamethrowers. In the defence they constructed
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fortifications and shelters, erected obstacles, laid
minefields, planted booby traps, cleared fields of fire,
erected camouflage, and maintained supply routes.
This book examines the recruitment and special
training of a German Pionier. It also covers life in the
field while on campaign and the of a Pionier role in
supporting infantry assaults.

The Corps of Engineers: The War Against
Germany
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Corps of Engineers
History of the 1254th Engineer Combat
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Battalion
A personal account of the courageous men of an Army
Combat Engineer Battalion during our most unpopular
war. They faced constant danger from enemy attacks
as they cleared jungles, built roads and bridges
through dangerous Viet Cong sanctuary areas, built
airfields and fire support bases, cleared mines and
booby traps, and lived through nightly enemy mortar
and rocket attacks only to push further into Viet Cong
held territory the next day. They were combat
engineers in the finest tradition of the United States
Army.

The Military Guide to Financial
Independence and Retirement
The Corps of Engineers
Presents professional information designed to keep
Army engineers informed of current and emerging
developments within their areas of expertise for the
purpose of enhancing their professional development.
Articles cover engineer training, doctrine, operations,
strategy, equipment, history, and other areas of
interest to the engineering community.

Clearing the Way
In the summer of 1969, young American men were
called upon to go to Vietnam and to fight and die in a
war that no one cared about any more. I was a firstPage 12/26
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hand witness to this. I had a wide range of experience
in that conflict, and I saw "the good, the bad, and the
ugly." My service included duty as an engineer with
the paratroopers, a company commander with a
construction battalion, a liaison officer for a Playboy
Bunny, and a reconnaissance officer on the
Cambodian border. The heart of my narrative is a
road construction project in Viet Cong territory, but
my service carried me all across South Vietnam and
out to sea with the Navy on Yankee Station. What I
saw was the demoralization of an army and the end of
an era. What I experienced was my Rite of Passage.

A War Not Won
The history of the 291st Engineer Combat Battalion in
World War II, and in particular about its involvement
in the Battle of the Bulge. The 291st was a small unit
but it played a pivotal role in stemming the German
counter-offensive in the Battle of the Bulge in 1944.
This history is no mere accounting of events, causes,
and results, but rather it conveys the real experiences
of ordinary men who, when placed in extraordinary
circumstances, displayed the courage and fortitude to
get the job done. And, as Janice Holt Giles wrote, the
291st Engineers not only got the job done, but they
"gave a damned good account of themselves."

History of the 236th Engineer Combat
Battalion
A Combat Engineer with Patton’s Army
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EP-870-1-69. By Aldo H. Bagnulo. Edited by Michael J.
Brodhead. Provides a history of the 1321st regiment,
an African American regiment which served in Europe
during World War Ii. Includes many black and white
photographs. Item 0338-B.

US Army Order of Battle, 1919-1941
An Eagle's Odyssey
‘I realised that this brief but abortive sortie was to be
the final mission of my Luftwaffe flying career.’
Johannes Kaufmann’s career was an exciting one. He
may have been an ordinary Luftwaffe pilot, but he
served during an extraordinary time, with distinction.
Serving for a decade through both peacetime and
wartime, his memoir sheds light on the immense
pressures of the job. In this never-before-seen
translation of a rare account of life in the Luftwaffe,
Kaufmann takes the reader through his time in
service, from his involvement in the annexation of the
Rhineland, the attack on Poland, fighting against
American heavy bombers in the Defence of the Reich
campaign. He also covers his role in the battles of
Arnhem and the Ardennes, and the D-Day landings,
detailing the intricacies of military tactics, flying
fighter planes and the challenges of war. His graphic
descriptions of being hopelessly lost in thick cloud
above the Alps, and of following a line of telegraph
poles half-buried in deep snow while searching for a
place to land on the Stalingrad front are proof that the
enemy was not the only danger he had to face during
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his long flying career. Kaufmann saw out the war from
the early beginnings of German expansion right
through to surrender to the British in 1945. An Eagle’s
Odyssey is a compelling and enlightening read,
Kaufmann’s account offers a rarely heard perspective
on one of the core experiences of the Second World
War.

The Engineer
Written for secondary school teachers whose job it is
to help adolescents become better writers.

US Combat Engineer 1941–45
These words may seem to have been written by an
advance infantry unit or a combat brigade, carrying
out an assault against entrenched enemy troops.
Instead, this hair-raising narrative comes from the
diary of “B” Company of the 1303rd Engineer General
Service Regiment, a “non-combat” unit attached to
Patton’s Third Army during his epic pursuit of the
retreating German forces across France during
August, 1944. Though the 1303rd (called “the thirteenthird” by its soldiers) was supposed to perform its
duties outside the zone of armed conflict, these men
found themselves acting as the southern flank of
Patton’s rapid advance. More than once, they had to
re-build bridges the Germans had hastily destroyed in
order to permit the continued advance of American
troops—often doing so under enemy fire. Twice they
were called upon to deploy as infantry in holding back
German attacks. Careful editing and annotation by
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military historian Joseph C. Fitzharris corrects
occasional lapses in the diary, clarifies references,
and provides important context for following the
movements and understanding the importance of
Company B, the 1303rd, and its sister regiments.
Patton’s Fighting Bridge Builders rewards its readers
with a new understanding of both the messiness and
the bravery of the Second World War.

A Combat Engineer with Patton’s Army
Clearing the Way: Combat Engineers in Kandahar is
the story of the men and women of 23 Field
Squadron, who served with the 1st Royal Canadian
Regiment Battle Group in Kandahar in 2006. Through
the eyes of thirteen Squadron members, relive the
early days of the war in Kandahar and the coming of
age of a group of soldiers recorded in graphic detail.
The reader experiences the large scale battles with
Taliban fighters during Operation Medusa, the
building of Route Summit and the construction of key
Forward Operating Bases. Accompany them as they
fight off insurgent attacks along 'Ambush Alley',
dodge mortar fire and dispose of the many
Improvised Explosive Devices that litter the
landscape. These stories expose the raw bedlam,
ironic moments and absurdities of war at the soldierlevel. It is replete with little nuggets of wisdom and
soldier-philosophy that will bring a wry and knowing
grin to the face of those who have experienced
combat. Clearing the Way highlights the ingenuity of
our soldiers and in particular our combat engineers,
regardless of the seemingly impossible demands
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made of them.

German Combat Engineers in World War
II, 1939-1945
In what quickly came to be called the Battle of the
Bulge, the 291st Engineer Combat Battalion found
itself directly in the path of the German spearhead.
With heart-stopping suspense, Colonel David Pergrin
describes one of the European theater's critical
delaying actions as his unit destroyed bridges,
planted mines, and defended roadblocks in the face of
oncoming tank columns. Here, in gritty detail, is the
story of how ""those damned Engineers"" ruined
Hitler's winter offensive, and how the 291st, with a
reputation almost as big as its accomplishments, went
on to build a 1100-foot pontoon bridge across the
Rhine at Remagen in 32 hours-in the face of fierce
opposition and near-impossible odds. Pergrin follows
the battalion from its formation and training through
the campaigns in France, Belgium, and Germany,
making us witness the genuine heroics, skill, and
spirit that lifted the 291st to the realm of legend.

Engineers of Independence
What was it like to be in a combat engineer unit
during World War II? This memoir is a first-person
account of the US Army 1308th Engineers written by
James Louis Christopulos. He was with the unit from
its formation in Fort Sutton, North Carolina through
training in England, the Normandy invasion, the Battle
of the Bulge and a lengthy voyage through the
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Panama Canal to the Pacific Front. The unit was in
Okinawa, prepared to take part in the invasion of
Japan, when the war ended. They then survived a
typhoon at sea in a flat-bottomed transport ship
between Okinawa and Korea. This is not a technical
book, though it does describe some materials and
events in detail. Instead, it is told as a story for a
veteran's children and grandchildren. The author was
a young man from Wyoming who was caught up in
world events and proud to be an American officer. It is
filled with stories of the people he met. Some were
famous - like Gen. George Patton and future Korean
president Syngman Rhee. Most were not. They were
soldiers and civilians on three continents. He thought
he was invincible, except when his forward unit was
decimated by a surprise German attack in December
1944 (Battle of the Bulge) and when his unit's flatbottomed transport ship started coming about at the
seams during a typhoon between Okinawa and Korea
in October 1945. "Some of the most important WWII
memoirs in recent years aren't from commanding
generals and heads of state. They come from the
perspective of the 'little guy,' the participant not
mentioned in the broader history books. James
Christopulos was one of these -- only one combat
engineer in a massive war. But his insightful and
perceptive recollections of WWII, in both Europe and
the Pacific, add a needed voice to the historical record
-- one to which we should listen." John D. Long,
Director of Education, National D-Day Memorial,
Bedford, VA

The Storm on Our Shores
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Combat Support in Korea
CMH 60-14. Army Lineage Series. Traces the evolution
of divisions and brigades in the United States Army.
Gives a systematic account of the way these two
organizations evolved, highlighting the rationales
behind that evolution and the many factors that
played a part in bringing those changes into reality.
L.C. card 94-21031.

Toward Combined Arms Warfare
This “engrossing” (The Wall Street Journal) national
bestseller and true “heartbreaking tale of tragedy and
redemption” (Hampton Sides, bestselling author of
Ghost Soldiers) reveals how a discovered diary—found
during a brutal World War II battle—changed our wartorn society’s perceptions of Japan. May 1943. The
Battle of Attu—called “The Forgotten Battle” by World
War II veterans—was raging on the Aleutian island
with an Arctic cold, impenetrable fog, and rocketing
winds that combined to create some of the worst
weather on Earth. Both American and Japanese forces
tirelessly fought in a yearlong campaign, with both
sides suffering thousands of casualties. Included in
this number was a Japanese medic whose war diary
would lead a Silver Star–winning American soldier to
find solace for his own tortured soul. The doctor’s
name was Paul Nobuo Tatsuguchi, a Hiroshima native
who had graduated from college and medical school
in California. He loved America, but was called to
enlist in the Imperial Army of his native Japan.
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Heartsick, wary of war, yet devoted to Japan,
Tatsuguchi performed his duties and kept a diary of
events as they unfolded—never knowing that it would
be found by an American soldier named Dick Laird.
Laird, a hardy, resilient underground coal miner,
enlisted in the US Army to escape the crushing
poverty of his native Appalachia. In a devastating
mountainside attack in Alaska, Laird was forced to
make a fateful decision, one that saved him and his
comrades, but haunted him for years. Tatsuguchi’s
diary was later translated and distributed among US
soldiers. It showed the common humanity on both
sides of the battle. But it also ignited fierce
controversy that is still debated today. After forty
years, Laird was determined to return it to the family
and find peace with Tatsuguchi’s daughter, Laura
Tatsuguchi Davis. Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist
Mark Obmascik “writes with tremendous grace about
a forgotten part of our history, telling the same story
from two opposing points of view—perhaps the only
way warfare can truly be understood” (Helen Thorpe,
author of Soldier Girls).

German Pionier 1939–45
Illustrated with 60 maps, plans and diagrams
Reconnaissance and counter-reconnaissance are
battlefield missions as old as military history itself and
missions for which many armies have created
specialized units to perform. In most cases, these
units were trained, equipped, and used differently
from the majority of an army’s fighting units. Horse
cavalry performed these missions for centuries, for it
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had speed and mobility far in excess of main battle
units. Once the horse was replaced by mechanization,
however, the mobility advantage once enjoyed by the
horse cavalry disappeared. Since the early 20th
century, the search for the proper mix of equipment,
the proper organization, and the proper employment
of reconnaissance units has bedeviled armies around
the world. This survey uses a diverse variety of
historical cases to illustrate the enduring issues that
surround the equipping, organizing, and employment
of reconnaissance units. It seems that these
specialized units are either too heavily or too lightly
equipped and too narrowly specialized or too
conventionally organized. Pre-war reconnaissance
doctrines tend to undergo significant change once
fighting begins, leading to post-conflict analysis that
reconnaissance units were “misused” in one way or
another. McGrath ends his study with an intriguing
conclusion about the role that specialized
reconnaissance units should have in the future that
may surprise many readers.

Builders and Fighters
The Corps of Engineers played an important role in
winning World War II. Its work included building and
repairing roads, bridges, and airfields; laying and
clearing minefields; establishing and destroying
obstacles; constructing training camps and other
support facilities; building the Pentagon; and
providing facilities for the development of the atomic
bomb. In addition to their construction work,
engineers engaged in combat with the enemy in the
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Battle of the Bulge, on the Ledo Road in Burma, in the
mountains of Italy, and at numerous other locations.
Certainly one of the highlights of Corps activity during
World War II was the construction of the 1,685-mile
Alaska Highway, cared out of the Canadian and
Alaskan wilderness. "Builders and Fighters" is a series
of essays on some of the hectic engineer activity
during World War II. Veterans of that war should read
this book and point with pride to their
accomplishments. In it, today's engineers will find
further reasons to be proud of their heritage.

The American Engineers in France
First Across the Rhine
One of the cherished beliefs of those who do not know
is that the logistical services of the Army lead a safe
and boring life, even in the combat zone. The Combat
Engineers and the Signal Corps began to cloud this
belief in World War I. The Medical Corps, the Chemical
Corps and the Bomb Disposal squads of the Ordnance
Corps began to demand respect as dangerous
assignments in World War II. In Korea all the services
won the right to be shot at. War becomes increasingly
a matter of logistics. The thin cutting edge of infantry,
armor and artillery still contains the larger proportion
of heroes, dead and alive, but these combat arms
depend more and more on the services to provide
them not only with the traditional beans and bullets,
but with gasoline, transportation, medical service,
concealing smoke, communications equipment,
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graves registration, potable water, laundry
service—the list is endless. Here are some true
accounts that tell how the services fulfilled their
missions in a tough and dirty little war. There are
tales of devotion to duty that match those of any
combat arm. There are roles of technical proficiency
combined with the foresight to seize opportunities as
they arose. But because these are true stories, there
are descriptions of actions whose only value is to
indicate what should not be done, what lock of
preparedness means in lives and dollars. Here is an
honest book—one that had to be honest because it
was conceived to tell the whole truth, for the
education of our army. This is a book for every
soldier, every youth who might become a soldier,
every parent of every such youth. He succeeded, and
the fruit of his labors is here.

Engineers of the Southwest Pacific,
1941-1945
Scouts Out! The Development Of
Reconnaissance Units In Modern Armies
[Illustrated Edition]
Road Gang
NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINTED
PRODUCT- OVERSTOCK SALE -- Significantly reduced
list price Engineers at War describes the role of
military engineers, especially the U.S. Army Corps of
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Engineers, in the Vietnam War. It is a story of the
engineers' battle against an elusive and determined
enemy in one of the harshest underdeveloped regions
of the world. Despite these challenges, engineer
soldiers successfully carried out their combat and
construction missions. The building effort in South
Vietnam allowed the United States to deploy and
operate a modern 500,000-man force in a far-off
region. Although the engineers faced huge
construction tasks, they were always ready to support
the combat troops. They built ports and depots,
carved airfields and airstrips out of jungle and
mountain plateaus, repaired roads and bridges, and
constructed bases. Because of these efforts, ground
combat troops with their supporting engineers were
able to fight the enemy from well-established bases.
Although most of the construction was temporary,
more durable facilities, such as airfields, port and
depot complexes, headquarters buildings,
communications facilities, and an improved highway
system, were intended to serve as economic assets
for South Vietnam. This volume covers how the
engineers grew from a few advisory detachments to a
force of more than 10 percent of the Army troops
serving in South Vietnam. The 35th Engineer Group
began arriving in large numbers in June 1965 to begin
transforming Cam Ranh Bay into a major port, airfield,
and depot complex. Within a few years, the Army
engineers had expanded to a command, two
brigades, six groups, twenty-eight construction and
combat battalions, and many smaller units. Other
products produced by the U.S. Army, Center of
Military History can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/1061
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